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PJBT’S NEW UNIQUE TIME & FORMAT EVENT! 
Sunday, May 22, 2022 – 2:00 AM START TIME 

(Competition Begins at 2:00AM and is Expected to End Approximately 10:00AM Sunday Morning) 

FIRST PLACE SCRATCH:  $750 SCHOLARSHIP (based on 80 entries) 

FIRST PLACE HANDICAP:  $500 SCHOLARSHIP (based on 40 entries) 

Host:  STEEL CITY BOWL & BREWS, BETHLEHEM, PA   717-859-1616 
** SUPER EXTRA SIDEPOTS WILL BE OFFERED ** 

SUPER 8 GAME BRACKET, HIGH GAME IN ADDITION TO NORMAL SIDEPOTS 
 

ENTRY FEE: $60 SCRATCH DIVISION / $50 HANDICAP DIVISION  
ENTRY DEPOSIT FOR WALK-IN ENTRIES CAN BE SUBMITTED ONLINE AT pjbtbowlingseries.com 

PAYOUT RATIO 1:5 – ALL BOWLERS WHO MAKE FINALS CASH 
 

Super Match-Game Tournament Format: 
 All entrants will bowl 8 games.  In each game, ALL bowlers will be competing against ALL of the other 

bowlers in their division.  Bowlers receive a 10 pin bonus for each bowler he/she defeats, and a five pin 
bonus for a tie. 

 Example:  If there are 60 bowlers in the Scratch Division and the bowler rolls the highest score of 
all 60….they will “WIN” 59 matches and earn 590 bonus pins!  The second highest bowler will 
receive 580 pins and so forth. 

 In the handicap division, 90% of the difference between the bowler’s average and 200 will be 
added to each game.  The top 40% of each division or maximum top 16 bowlers in each division 
will advance to the finals. 

Finals Format: 
 The 16 Finalists will be paired to form eight one-on-one matches (match pairing rules below).  The winner 

of each match will advance single elimination.  Finalists will go from 16 bowlers to 8 to 4 to 2 for the final. 
 After each round, bowlers will be re-seeded by highest seed to lowest seed remaining 
 If a division does not have enough bowlers to take 16 to the finals, byes may be given to the 

bowlers with the highest 8-Game Qualifying Round 
 First 2 Rounds Could Go Maximum of 2 Games – Final Rounds are 1 Game Matches 

** MATCH PAIRINGS:  The higher seeded bowler must win one game to win the match and advance to the next match.  
The lower seed must win 2 consecutive games to win the match.  This is the format for the first 2 Rounds of the finals ** 
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